Prayer and Scripture
Religion
God’s Gifts and God’s Creation

Year One/Two
Term 4 Overview 2018

Year 1 students will explore creation as an expression of God’s
love and how this is continuously projected in new creation. Year
2 students will develop an understanding of how God is present
in their lives and the lives of others, and what special responsibilities human beings are granted with as stewards of creation.

English
Students will participate in modelled, shared and independent

Term Events
Weeks 1-9 Mondays K-2 Swimming
21st October Year 1 Family Mass 9:00am
1st November All Saint’s Day Mass 9:15am
8th November Kenny Koala Visit
12th November Year 1/2 Gold Remembrance
Day Liturgy
18th November Year 2 Family Mass 9:00am
28th May Reconciliation Day (Public Holiday)
Week 7 Sabbath
6th December Learning Showcase
7th December Giving Mass 10am
5th and 12th December Advent Liturgies 10:30am
14th December Reports go home, 5 Ways of
Being Award Ceremony 2:15pm, and Christmas
Picnic
Week 10 Optional parent teacher interviews
18th December End of Year Mass 10am

reading experiences. They will explore a range of texts, specifically focusing on texts to inform. Students will continue to use the
five spelling strategies; sound, visual, meaning, connecting and
checking in application to individual spelling words. This term
students will build their understanding of topic vocabulary used
to create informative texts. Students will develop their note taking and questioning skills. They will be encouraged to explore
both fiction and non-fiction texts with the purpose of enhancing
their reading strategies to effectively comprehend a range of
texts. Students will continue to consolidate writing correctly
formed letters and using the appropriate lines in their books.
They will explore verbal and non-verbal strategies used to engage an audience when making presentations.
Assessment Focus:

Ongoing observations of listening and speaking behaviours

Weekly reading and writing conferences

Standardised reading testing

The writing process leading to a published text

19th December Fun Day
21st December Christmas Carols Concert

Music
Students are exploring a range of movement to
music. They are listening to music from around
the world and responding to these pieces by creating illustrations and written stories. Students
are developing their aural skills to keep in tune
and in time when they sing and play.

Drama
Year 1 and 2 will explore the different elements of dramatic play
including improvisation, voice, facial expression, movement and
space to create a sense of atmosphere.

Italian
Students will continue to explore simple Italian words and
phrases used as greetings, asking and answering simple questions and singing songs. They will also continue to learn about
Italian culture.

Mathematics
We will be focusing on a variety of mathematical concepts to enhance the students’ knowledge within
the areas of:
Year 1
Number and Algebra: students will consolidate their mental strategies to solve addition and subtraction
problems. They will practice dividing collections into equal groups.
Measurement and Geometry: measuring the length, capacity and volume of different objects, and exploring the properties of 3D objects.
Statistics and Probability: creating surveys to gather data and representing data using tally marks and interpreting simple
graphs.
Year 2
Number and Algebra: students will consolidate their mental strategies to solve addition and subtraction problems. They will
explore multiplication as repeated addition, groups and arrays. Students will also explore division as grouping into equal
sets.
Measurement and Geometry: measuring the length, capacity, volume and mass of different objects, and exploring the
properties of 3D objects.
Statistics and Probability: creating surveys to gather and classify data and representing data using a variety of graphs.

Design and Technologies
Year 1 and 2 will be exploring the
concept of sustainability in relation to the design and production
of familiar products, services and
environments. Students will generate, develop and record design
ideas through describing, drawing
and modelling.

Health and Physical Education
In Health, Year 1 and 2 will investigate strategies to use when they
feel uncomfortable and stressed by a problem or situation. They will
explore their emotional responses that account for their own and
others’ feelings. In Physical Education, Year 1 and 2 will participate in
a range of coordination movements (running, sprinting, marching,
lunging, jumping and hopping), dynamic movement and core sequence exercises. They will discuss the body’s reactions to participating in these
physical activities and trial variations of movements for personal improvement and challenge.

Reminders
Music - Wednesdays
Italian - Tuesdays
Library Borrowing- 1/2 Gold Wednesdays 1/2 Blue Thursdays
Sport Monday– Swimming, Wednesdays– Fundamental movements
and coordination skills.
Assembly – Fridays 2:30pm
Homework: Spelling, Reading and Mathematics
Students are required and encouraged to read a book
every night for a minimum of 10 minutes as well as enjoying a novel
being to read to them by their parents. Students will be provided with
a personalised spelling list and will undertake mathematical investigations.

Science
Tip Toe Through Our World
Year 1 and 2 students will explore our human
responsibility to look after our environment so
that it can be preserved for generations to
come. Students will observe the changes that
occur in our world and the creative ways in
which people use the earths’ resources for a
more sustainable future. This topic as a focus of
inquiry will be explored in Design and
Technologies, English and Religious
Education.

